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Tag name Reason for inclusion 
Math 
NaturalSciences 
SocialSciences 
English 
Spanish 
FineArts 
P.E. 

All of these tags are included for their obvious reference to subject areas. Each 
teacher or student would need or want to tag relevant content areas for easier 
sorting and filtering. Three exceptions that cross content area boundaries follow 
in the next three rows. 

Reading 
Writing 

Reading and writing can apply to many levels and languages, so they would 
need to be their own tags. 

Technology Technology is not limited to any one content area or grade level, and would be 
added on to a link with other tags in most cases. 

Videos For ease of use in finding relevant videos in your content or age level. 
Community To encourage the students to seek information about and from their local 

communities. Applies to school community, regional community, etc. 
Personal To give students an area to find links to pages that are helpful in dealing with 

personal issues. Especially when combined with the Middle and Upper tags, 
creates lists of pages relevant to your age and social group. 

Fun Every list needs some Fun! This tag would include games, both educational and 
not, that are featured by the school and teachers. It could also include comics, 
videos (also tagged with “Videos”), etc. 

Lower 
Middle 
Upper 

Since my school is a single school divided up into lower, middle, and upper 
schools (instead of elementary, middle, and high), each division needs to have 
its own tags so they can cross tag their bookmarks with content areas or other 
tags. 

Teaching Again, when combined with content areas or grade level tags, these links 
provided helpful resources for teachers in the school 

College Primarily provided for the Upper School students, the college links provide 
information about colleges and college-prep activities (tests, reviews, etc.) 

Scholarships Just because scholarship-seeking students need as much help as they can get to 
get information about scholarships quickly and easily! 

Activities Most useful when combined with other tags (especially grade level tags, 
“College,” “Community” and “Fun”), the “Activities” tag could reference links 
to events, get-togethers, etc. that for whatever reason are on the Internet instead 
of the school intranet. 

Parents General resources and information for parents. These become more useful 
when combined with the grade level tags  

 


